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Abstract—The study aims to identify the extent of effectiveness of the artistic formation program using some types of pastes to reduce the hyperactivity of the kindergarten children with learning difficulties. The researchers have discussed the aforesaid topic, where the research sample included 120 children of ages between 5 to 6 years, from five schools for special needs, learning disability section, Cairo Governorate. The study used the quasi-empirical method, which depends on designing one group using the pre & post application measurements for the group to validate both, hypothesis and effectiveness of the program. The variables of the study were specified as follows; artistic formation program using Paper Mache as an independent variable, and its effect on the skills of kindergarten children with learning disabilities, as a dependent variable. The researchers utilized the application of an artistic formation program consisting of artistic and musical skills for kindergarten children with learning disabilities. The tools of the study, designed by the researchers, included: observation card used for recording the culling paper using pulp molding skills for kindergarten children with learning difficulties during practicing the artistic formation activity. Additionally, there was a program utilizing Artistic and Musical Activities for kindergarten children with learning disabilities to acquire educational concepts. The study was composed of 20 lessons for fine art activities and 20 lessons for musical activities, with obligation of giving the musical lesson with art lesson in one session to cast on the kindergarten child some educational concepts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the dawn of history, man has been able to express his emotions and feelings through fine arts, beginning from his early drawings and primitive sketches on the walls of the caves, to his sophisticated and complex creations, within the galleries of major cities and capitals, through the artworks left by successive civilizations throughout the ages. Art has a significant impact on human senses.

Art has been used as a common language to communicate with other people of whatever language and generation. Moreover, it can be used to express the lifestyle, confront fears and confirm identity. The importance of art through the history of humankind explains why it should be considered as a means of self-expression for children [1].

Many philosophers and scholars have alluded to the purifying and therapeutic values of the arts, where the fine arts have been utilized in the treatment of mental disorders, as an integrated means within the rehabilitation and educational programs in the institutions for the care of children with disabilities. The fine art activities such as painting, photography and three-dimensional modeling, have been utilized to enable the children to show their feelings and emotions, and positing their internal experiences through optional or targeted activities [2], [3].

Kindergarten stage is concerned with the development of various competencies and skills by children. The required competencies not only include social skills, cultural awareness and communication but also extend to aesthetics and creativity [4]. Nowadays, after the current information revolution, the need to creative individuals increases. The world is in need to individuals with developed aesthetic judgment because they view problems from multiple perspectives. In addition, they are highly sensitive to the surrounding objects in terms of beauty and ugliness. Art education is regarded as powerful means for improving the children’s skills. Art instruction, which is a necessary element in this education, is used for evolving the aesthetic sensitivity of children. Furthermore, it helps them realize their full potential and develop their creative and constructive capabilities. In fact, art can give children the opportunity for sharing materials, cooperating and expressing their feelings [5]. Therefore, art instruction has a significant impact on children education. Several studies [6]-[11] have utilized art activities for developing the aesthetic and cognitive aspects of children. Moreover, it can be regarded as an efficient tool for creating and communicating ideas with others, as well as understanding others. Besides, it can be used for acquiring different skills, for example; indulging in teamwork, problem-solving, critical thinking and self-discipline. On the other side, art can be employed to be part in promoting the everyday life skills such as mathematical calculations, writing and reading. It provides a learning opportunity and simplifies their intellectual, emotional, and physical development [6].

Art is a universal language which offers the opportunity to children to respect others with different perspectives. Therefore, it facilitates developing children personality and maintaining their psychological balance. Art also provides children with a convenient environment to express themselves. It offers them the potential for risk-taking and qualifies them to explore different solutions. Using art, children can express their experiences and perceptions without fear [7], [8].

Art projects often begin with discussions about themes and
colors. After the discussion, it is time to prepare and give the children the materials they need (scissors, paper, paint, crayons, etc.). Then, they talk about their creations as the project progresses as they work individually or in small groups. When the project is complete, the kids will clean and make sure everything is in place.

There are some art advices and activities that we, as parents, can do with the children, for example:

- Travel is a learning experience for you and your children. Let your child realize that both of you are learning something new.
- Facts about the history of impressionism do not educate or add to the child. He pushes himself to experience painting. Tell him what you know in detail. Write down his thoughts and consider discussing them later.
- If you feel uncomfortable in an art gallery and are talking about art, consider joining the art museum's parent class. Most of these classes are free.

A. The Art of Preschool Curriculum

The term kindergarten was coined by the German Friedrich Frobel, who had an impact on early childhood education worldwide. Today, the term is used in many countries to describe different educational institutions and learning spaces for children aged 2 to 7 based on different teaching methods such as art and music.

The needs of preschool children usually vary, in accordance with specialists. Their aspects on their primary needs are generally the same. It is important to identify those needs, and it is hard to say that children can be educated without meeting their needs. These needs of a preschool child can be identified as: love, care, nutrition, affection, physical activity, adult support, freedom, friendship and playing games with other children.

Since children react to other people through their senses, the curricula should involve art content that worthily triggers their senses. The curriculum of self-renewal instructional requirements that art education should follow this purpose. In addition, it should have an influential developing in response to conditions changing. Besides, developing children integrally imposes the existence of an adaptive art curriculum.

The use of fine arts with kindergarten children with learning disabilities has multiple objectives. While acknowledging the variation of these goals according to the different needs of these children, they meet as a whole about coping with the mental and behavioral disorders caused by the abuse they are exposed to, and help them replace painful experiences with fruitful ones of value, thus, helping to introduce them to the social adjustment. The plastic art may be divided into fine arts and applied arts, so that visual arts are called also by the term visual plastic arts or plastic arts [9].

Building an art education curriculum requires four major components: aesthetic values, aesthetic perception, creative expression and cultural heritage, where these components have to be integrated into production, observation, and discussion of art. In addition to these components, the art curriculum should consider other issues such as the inclusion of a wide range of art resources and materials. The presented arts should have a balance among different cultures and ethnicities. Moreover, it should include interdisciplinary sciences such as literature, architecture, mathematics, and science. This variety gives children the opportunity to experience communication, discovery, and exploration. Children in this age should be able to make contributions using simple elements such as color, value, texture and line. There should be a variety in the styles of activity involving two- and three-dimensional activities with different materials and techniques [10].

Playing for the child is the heart of his life and his thinking, and is the effective means of developing his abilities, especially intelligence and innovative thinking, but not only that, it develops the child physically, motor wise, cognition wise and emotionally. There are a variety of forms of play such as directed play, free play, impulsive play and artistic play, where there are games through utilizing paper pulp, used in the creation of models and forms of different three-dimensional bodies [11], [12].

Preschool children need to learn about place, sharing, and assembly of materials, rituals and cleaning routines. These elements should be taken into account while designing the art education curriculum to allow children to acquire these competencies. Art education curriculum aims to train children to be adaptive and creative. It is necessary to help children that are innovative and open to experimentation rather than adopting obtaining information directly, without working out to acquire them [13].

Art education curriculum should develop the artistic intelligence which is not necessarily obtained with maturation. Such development needs qualified teachers as well as an enhanced curriculum [14]. Thus, in order to improve the quality of these curricula, it is required to establish collaboration with artists. Some research has discussed the role of artistic participation in enhancing children’s curricula [15]. Through the last two decades, the connection between art education curriculums and professional artists has been distinctly increased in the United States and Europe. In addition, it is realized that children should interact with various art environments such as museums and galleries [16], [17]. In fact, many countries consider artists as a valuable resource and involve them in the art education curriculums. Teachers involve artistic activities in the educational process. Moreover, they organize regular visits to artists’ workshops to provide children with knowledge of how artists work and shape their thoughts [18].

Teachers, parents, school administrators, and policymakers should pay attention to the importance of art in reinforcement of the education process. All of them should play a role in enabling children to receive a high qualified art education [19]. Above all, arts education curriculum should include a planned assessment dimension. The assessment of children art work should include approaches such as observation, individual interviews, self-evaluation, performance-based assessment, and art exhibition [20].
II. METHOD

A. Study Problem

The problem of research was identified by lack of mechanisms and determination of the skills utilized for the formation of paper-shaped three-dimensional bodies for children with learning disabilities. To address this problem, the research seeks to answer the following questions:

1. What are the mechanisms and determination of the skills used for the holographic formation of paper pulp for children with learning disabilities?
2. What is the effectiveness of using mechanisms, and the determination of the skills utilized for the holographic formation of paper pulp for children with learning disabilities?

Thus, the problem of the study was crystallized in; what is the effectiveness of a program for the development of fine art skills using paper paste for kindergarten child with learning disabilities?

B. Study Importance

The importance of the study can be summarized in the following points:

1. To draw the attention of kindergarten teachers to the importance of artistic formation activities using paper paste to develop the skills of the kindergarten child with learning difficulties.
2. To provide kindergarten teachers with an artistic program using some paper pastes to develop the skills of the kindergarten child with learning difficulties.
   - To utilize, form and employ paper materials in making a variety of stereogram to help kindergarten children with learning disabilities to develop their abilities.
   - To raise the level of kindergarten child with learning disabilities towards the development of their cognitive, emotional and muscular skills through the use of holographic fine arts by the utilization of paper pastes.
   - To help the kindergarten teacher in identifying the abilities of the children with learning difficulties through the daily artistic activity provided to the kindergarten child with learning disabilities.

The applied importance of the study may be posited as:

1. To cast on kindergarten children with learning difficulties skills of artistic formation using some pastes.
2. To improve the children kinetic abilities through the formation of paper materials.

C. Study Objectives

1. Designing a program utilizing paper pulp to develop the skills of the kindergarten child with learning disabilities.
2. Development of new methods in using holographic formation, by utilizing paper pulp to develop the fine art abilities of kindergarten children with learning disabilities.
3. Development of the ability of children with learning disabilities to use the paper material in the formation of many paper toys and models.
4. Identification of the most important fine art skills using paper pulp to be developed by the kindergarten child with learning disabilities in light of national standards and the new curriculum through the production of some paper games.
5. Development of some of the plastic abilities in the field of paper works, such as: folding, bending, two- and three-dimensional paper configuration for kindergarten children with learning disabilities.
6. Exploiting the energy of kindergarten children in the implementation of the activities of artistic composition in pastes.

D. Study Limits

Human limits: The study sample consists of 120 children with learning difficulties, 67 males, 53 females, ranging between 5-6 years of age, from the second level of kindergarten (KG2). However, some sample children have quit during the application of the program interviews, therefore, post-measurement was applied to only 18 children in the study sample, in one experimental group, they are selected in a deliberate manner.

Spatial limits: The study was selected from children enrolled in the kindergarten attached to Al-Bashaer International School (Cairo governorate).

Time limits: The proposed program, which is based on the use of the artistic configuration in paper pulp, was applied over a period of three months at a rate of twice a week, with two hours per interview. The application was implemented from 12/1/2017 to 20/3/2017.

Objective limits: The study is limited to the identification of the artistic skills of kindergarten children with learning difficulties through a program of artistic formation utilizing some paper pulp, using a number of fine art activities with some paper pastes, planned and organized by the researcher as stated in the program presented through interviews with the children with learning disabilities. The research is limited to the use of some types of paper materials (newsprint and cardboard).

The composition of paper in this research is limited to the application of the following techniques (folding, kneading, discharging, embossing).

E. Methodology and Procedures

The researchers followed the experimental approach, due to the adequacy of such approach to the nature of the research in order to determine the effectiveness of using the method of three-dimensional formations in paperwork area to develop fine art abilities of kindergarten children with learning disabilities.

The variables of the study can be determined as follows: A program of artistic formation using paper pulp as an independent variable and its effect on the development of fine art skills of kindergarten child as a dependent variable.
4. Evaluation form of an artistic product (prepared by the researcher).

G. Study Hypotheses

There are statistically significant differences between pre-and post-test measurements, where the research experiment is applied to a sample of children with learning difficulties in the kindergarten stage, averaging between 5-6 years of age, where these differences are in favor of the post-test measurement.

H. Study Terms

Kindergarten Stage

It is the stage that receives children between 4-6 years of age, and precedes the primary stage. The study duration is two years. It aims to achieve the comprehensive integrated development of the child, taking into account individual differences in capacity, preparedness and developmental levels [21].

Researches dealt with several tracks about artistic activities. These activities were used with children and employed to gain some educational concepts, including artistic activities [22], [23].

Some researches indicated how to apply artistic and musical activities and how to measure them with the kindergarten child [24]. There are many researches [6], [8], [9], [11] to provide the child with some advanced educational concepts, and it was through the use of robots in education [25], in addition to contributions that appeared to employ educational concepts in field training with children [26].

I. Study Procedures

1. Access to the literature and research related to the skills of stereoscopic fine arts suitable for kindergarten children with learning disabilities.
2. Identify the skills of fine arts to be developed for kindergarten children with learning disabilities.
3. Develop a list of the skills of stereoscopic fine arts using paper pulp to be developed by kindergarten child with learning disabilities.
4. Present the list of skills of stereoscopic fine arts using paper paste by the kindergarten child with learning disabilities to a group of art education and kindergarten experts to ensure the relevance and importance of such list to the children with learning disabilities.
5. Prepare some holographic paperwork for the development of fine art skills in kindergarten children with learning disabilities, including goals, content, strategies (educational methods) and evaluation.
6. Present the activities to a group of art education and kindergarten experts to ascertain their suitability and importance to kindergarten children with learning disabilities.
7. Prepare an observation card including the performances of the child (pre-, during, post) artistic activities.
9. Ensure the validity and stability of the study tools.
10. Select the study sample.
11. Apply pre-standards (observation card, artistic product evaluation form).
12. Apply artistic activities on the study sample.
15. Make recommendations and proposals.

III. RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>THE RESULT OF APPLYING THE PROGRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
<td>Average before applying the program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral expression</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual discrimination</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual memory</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio discrimination</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio memory</td>
<td>3.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audiovisual discrimination</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 shows samples of children's work during the pre and post evaluation.
Fig. 1 Samples of children's work during the pre and post evaluation
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